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We obtain pointwisc simultaneous approximation estimates for rational 
operators which arc not possible by algebraic polynomials. 1 19’91 Academx Press. Inc 
Timan [ 11, Theorem 1, p. 173 proved that, for every n = 1, 2. 3, . . . . if 
.f~ P(I), where I = [ - 1, 11, then there exist polynomials P,, of degree II 
such that for x E I 
where o(.f; S) is the usual modulus of continuity 0f.f: 
It follows from (1.1) that the rate of convergence to the function ./ by 
algebraic polynomials is faster near the endpoints. 
Later Trigub obtained an extension of Timan’s theorem in [ 12, 
Lemma 1, p. 2633, by proving that for every n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . there exist poly- 
nomials P,, such that 
for s E / and k = 0, . . . . q. 
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The following question was posed by Kolmogorov [5, p. 
have in formula ( 1.1) a faster rate of convergence to the 
1631: can one 
function f by 
we replace the algebraic polynomials at the endpoints? In other words, can 
expression 
i 
t/‘l -x*/n+ l/n’ by o(Jg/n)+o(l/n*) in (l.l)? 
Telyakovskii [IO, Theorem 2, p. 2591 and Gopengauz [S, Theorem 1, 
p. 1683 gave the following refinement of Timan’s theorem: iffE C’(I), then, 
for n >, 4q + 5, there exist polynomials P, such that 
141 
for x E I and for k = 0, . . . . q. 
Gopengauz in [S, Proposition 2, p. 1651 proved that (I -x2)‘;* cannot 
be replaced by (1 -x2)” with /I > f in (1.1). Moreover, he noted in [S, 
Proposition 1, p. 1641 that the endpoints are special points; that is, it is 
not possible to have analogous estimates to ( 1.1) for some interior point a. 
In fact, for 1~11 < 1, Gopengauz proved in the same paper that there exist 
continuous functions f on I for which there are no algebraic polynomials 
P,, of degree less or equal n such that 
If(x) - P,,(x)1 = 0 UJ 
i ( 
.t-i 
Jr7 6(n -‘) 
---e(l -x2)+---r;- n 
11 
(1.2) 
n- 
and 
I.f(.~) - P,(+~)l = 0 0 I( .f; 
t.(JX-uaJ)+iqn ‘) 
n >I 
for all integers n and x E Z, where E(U) JO and 6(u) JO, when u -+ 0. 
The main aim of this paper is to show that it is possible to obtain 
estimates of type (1.2) and (1.3) by rational approximation. In addition, we 
give pointwise simultaneous approximation estimates for such rational 
approximation. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let Y = (y,, , E I: i = 0, . . . . n; n E N) be an infinite matrix where each row 
is a set of distmct points in I and define for f‘~ C’(l) the operator 
with s = r + 2. where z > 1 is fixed. 
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Note that for s( = 4, .S; r coincides with Szabados’ operator [9, p. 2203. 
If r = 0, S;Y , coincides with the Shepard-Balks operator widely used in 
approximation theory and in fitting data, curves and surfaces [ 1,2,&8]. 
The extension of S:,, to several dimensions was also investigated by Farwig 
[4, p. 5781. 
Obviously, if a EN, then Si,, is a rational linear operator of degree 
(r + $12, sn). Sf,,, preserves polynomials of degree I’, i.e., 
Sf,.,C Y; e,; .Y) = 4,. 
It also satisfies 
e,(x) = x’, i= 0, . . . . r. 
and 
D’SfJ Y;f;y,.,) =f’YL.J, k = 0, . . . . n, i = 0, . . . . r 
D’%J r;J Y&k) = 0, k = 0, . . . . n, i=r+ 1, . . . . [s] - 1. 
Following a procedure given in [3], we can write 
SA,,( Y;“L x) = H,( Y;f; x) + R,( Y;f; x), 
where H,,(f) is a polynomial such that 
D’H,,( Wl V,,,k) =f(“(Yn.k)l i = 0, . . . . r, k = 0, . . . . n 
and R,(f) is a rational expression such that 
D’R,,( Y;.f; yn.k I= 0. i = 0, . . . . r, k = 0, . . . . n. 
In other words, S;,, can be considered as a rational extension of the 
Hermite interpolating polynomial. 
We want to use the rational operator S:, to obtain pointwise 
estimates which are not possible with polynomial approximation. Given 
p = 1, 2, 3, . . . . let x = A-,, : [0, I] + [ - 1, 1 ] be the function defined by 
x = x( 0) = 
i 
WV 3 ++]-I HE co, fl 
-(2-2Q2p+‘+ 1. UE ct, 11 (2.1) 
and consider the matrix X= (x,,,~ =.x(k/n): k =O, . . . . n, no N). Then we 
have 
THEOREM 2.1. For all f  cz C’(Z) and for al/ i = 0, . . . . r, 
/[f(x)-S" (Xfx)]'"l n.r 9) 
<A [(I ~~~~)woP+~)-Jr 1 ?, 
\ ns-r I J,,. , w(.f(‘); f( 1 - X2)2P@ + 11) -$, (2.2) 
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rtthere x E I, s = r + 2, r > 1, and A is a constant depending only on p, r, 
and x. 
Inequality (2.2) generalizes and improves the bound obtained in [3 J 
.I 
7 If‘(s) - S;.,(X*;f; x)1 d const II I 
J ,I ; 
w(x t \,m) t 2 dt, 
where f E C(f) and 
X* = .Y,,,~ = cos kn:k = 0, . . . . n . 
n 
From Theorem 2.1 we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. For alIfE C’(l) andfor all i=O, . . . . r, 
IC./L~) - qJx;.f; -yY)l("l 
f A ~(1 -,y2)W(% + I)]r im /,,,. (1 -,y2)W(2~+1) 
n r--I ( 
9 (2.3) n 
where x E I, s = r + CZ, r > I, rend A is a constant depending only on p, r, 
and ~1. 
Inequality (2.3) is an estimate of type (1.2), as we mentioned in the intro- 
duction. Now we may ask if the endpoints 1 and - I are special points or 
whether there is an analogous result to (2.2) for some interior point. The 
latter possibility was already suspected by Criscuolo and Mastroianni in 
[3]. We now show that this is indeed the case. Setting 
Z=(z,,,k=($- I)s+‘:pEN,k=O ,..., n,neven). 
we have 
THEOREM 2.3. For allJ‘E C’(I) andfbr all i = 0, . . . . r, 
i Cfb) - s:.,(Z.fi W’l 
~ A [JxIW(2P+ I’]’ f [I 
n., I I *,I -’ 
o(f”‘; , JxJ k(2P + 1’) $, (2.4) 
where x E I, s = r + CT, SI > I, and A is a constant depending on1.v on p, r, 
and CI. 
From Theorem 2.3 we have 
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COROLLARY 2.4. For alIfE C(I) andjor ail i = 0, . . . . r, 
i- 
(2.5) 
where x E I, s = r + x, z > 1 and A is a consrant depending only on p, r, and 2. 
Inequality (2.5) is an estimate of type (1.3), as in the introduction. As an 
application, let 0 < /I’ < 1 and yo, . . . . !ay be q + 1 distinct points from I. We 
can consider the Shepard-Szabados operator S;,., corresponding to the 
matrix X= (&qk/n):k =O, . . . . II, n = mq; n, m, y E N), where 
I 
j’ -J, II I 
2 
(2((1- i)Pf ’ + y,, UE [i, i+f] 
d(e) = 4,(@ = ~‘-1“t1(2(i+l-e))2p+I+~,,,,, uE[i+;,i+l], 
0, otherwise 
for i = 0, . . . . q-l andpENissuch that ;’ := 2p/(2p + 1) > /I. As in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.5. For all f E C(I) there e.uists a rationalfunction r,, such 
that for all x E I 
(2.6) 
where A is a constant independent on n andf‘and d(x) = min, = 0, -,,y Ix - J’, 1 
andO<y< 1. 
Finally we remark that the exponent 7 in (2.6) cannot equal 1; i.e., ;T 
must be always less than 1. To see this, assume that there is a constant C 
with the property that for every f and every n there is a rational function 
r of degree at most (n, n) such that 
I.f(x) - r(x)\ 6 Cw (/: z), SE [O, 11. 
Here, for convenience, we take [0, I] as the interval of approximation and 
not [ - I, I ] as before. Consider the function g defined by 
R(.K) = 
12.~ - 6, + < 9 < 34 
-12x + 12, i<.K< 1, 
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and define the function .f such that ./= R on [ $? I ] and 
f $ J‘(!‘) 
0 2 ’ 
?‘E [L 11 
2’ 
and, proceeding in this way step by step, define J‘ on [0, I]. Obviously, 
.f’~ Lip 1 and f’(0) = 0; therefore, from (2.7), we get for large enough n 
1,1‘(x) - r(x)1 6 .Y. 
Since r(0) = 0, it follows that T(S) =,YYI.*(.T) with r* a rational function. 
Now let x = ~j2’? .I’ E [0, 11, and 1~ IV. Then 
But, from the construction offi it follows that f‘( ~;2’) =f(~,)/2’, so 
Hence, letting I+ +x, we get for every J’E [0, I] 
If(J) - (‘I .A ,< ? (2.8) 
for some constant c,. But, applying (2.8) for ,I’= 1 and ,I’= j, WC have 
Ic, I d 1 and C, 2 3, which is a contradiction. So rational functions 
satisfying (2.7) do not exist. 
PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.3. 
Proof qf Theorem 2.1. Step I. We start with the case i=O. First, the 
function .X defined by (2.1) is increasing on [0, 11. Moreover, s’ is convex 
increasing on [0, i] and convex decreasing on [i, 11. In addition, 
x’(n) < 2(2p + I )( I - .r7)2P’2P + ‘. 
Because of the symmetry of the points, we only need to prove the theorem 
for .r>O and x#sk, k =O, . . . . n. Hence ,Y= X(O), 6)~ [!. 11, .vJ. , <x < .Y~ 
and we may assume that sd is the closest point to .Y, i.e., IX‘,- s/ d 
1.~ -x~-, 1. It follows easily that 
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since x’ is decreasing on [i, 11. From the defining of sJ,.,f we get 
f(x) - ~~.,Wf; x) 
Since 
and 
it follows that 
If(x) - s;.,u-if; .x)l 
<Ix-xXdl’ i ~ 
Ix-xxdI 
c I 
A -’ 
k=O lx--/cl 
o( j-y Ix - x/( I) 
d [x’(O)n ‘]r i - lx-xxdI ‘--r[ 1 k=O Ix-*ykl 
x o(p’; Ix - Xk I ) := [x’(O) n ‘1’ .zm(x). 
Now we are going to estimate Z,(x). Since 
Z”,(X) G d/-“‘; II - xc, I) 
using the obvious bounds for the terms corresponding to k = d and d- 1, 
we obtain 
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To estimate z“, we observe that 
,.~-x,,=~~~~,,,I~(U)I~,x~(B)(d-l-k). ‘, 
k = [n/2] + 1, . ..) d- 2 
and 
o(f”‘; Ix-,~&1)42W(/(‘);x’(u)(d- 1 -k)C’) 
Ix - X& 1 x’(U)(d- 1 -k)n-’ 
Therefore, 
d- 2 
z2<2 c 
w(f”‘; x’(U)(d- k - 1) n ‘) 
k = [n.2] + I 
(d-k- 1)” -’ 
and, by standard calculations, one has 
L2< ,--& w(/“‘;r(l-:2)2.;2g+l)~~ 
1;tr 
with the constant A depending on p, r, and 2. To estimate C3, we note that 
?&in 
lx-.x&I = 1 x’(u)du > 
do I 1 
((I + k;n),‘2 
x’(u) du 
m  
and, since x’ is decreasing, 
Ix-x&, Bq!x.(k~)>q!x.(~) 
= (k/n - 0) 2 2p ‘x’(0). 
Hence, 
2‘3 < 2[22P’ II.7 ’ i o(f(“; x’(H)(k -d) n ‘)(k - d)’ ’ 
&=,/+I 
Now it remains to estimate Z’. Because of obvious symmetry reasons, 
this can be done as in the case of the sums Z2 and Z3. 
Finally, 
(3.1) 
and, therefore, (2.2) is true for i=O. 
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Step 2. Now assume i> 0. Let 
and 
T,J.fix)= i f”‘o(~--Xlr)~. 
,=n .i! 
With this notation, we get 
[.f(x) - S;,,,(.fi x)]“’ = i (;) i Ajl’(x)[.f’(x) - T,,,(,f; x)]” ‘I. 
/ i 0 h =o 
Since 
[[f(x)- T,,,(.f; x)]” “1 6 Is-,Y~[‘- ‘+‘o(J““; Ix-xk I), 
we obtain the inequality 
I C.fO) - L,.(.f; -~)I”‘1 
<i i ,-. 
(> 
I j IA;‘(x)1 (.Y-xJ’ “‘co(l““; Ix-sk!). (3.2) 
r-n 
Now we introduce the functions 
We have 
Ig,W G Is - xdi 7 IRq(.~)K,(.~)l < Is--,,I y I’, (3.3 
and 
I g:‘(x)1 G const (.Y - xc,1 ‘I ‘, 
where, as before, .Y‘, is the closest point to .Y. Hence 
IA;(x)1 <sA,(x)[g,(x) + Ix -Sk ( - ‘1, 
and, therefore, 
(3.4 
IA;(.u)l 6 2sA,(s) Ix -xc,1 ‘. 
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Moreover, 
IA;(x)1 <s 1 A;(x)] [g,(x) + Ix-Sk 1 ‘1 
+ sA,(x)[g;(x) + Ix --XI 1 - ‘1 
< const AJX) 1s - .Y‘,I ?. 
Iterating this procedure, by (3.3) and (3.4) we get 
lA’f’( )I < const Ak(x) 1s -sdl ‘. x x 
Thus, from (3.2). 
I CfO) - T,.,(.f: .y)l(“l 
< const i A,(x) Ix - sC,l ’ 1.Y - .Yk ,‘- ’ + ’ w(f”‘; Ix - Xk I ) 
h 0 
6 const i AA(x) Ix - xdl ’ Is - Sk I’ w(J”‘: Ix -Sk I ) 
k = 0 
w(f"'; 1.Y - Xk 1 )
<const[x’(O) n-‘1’ ’ LJs). 
From (3.1) the assertion follows, if sd is the closest point to x. If xd , is 
the closest point to x, then the above proof still holds with an obvious 
minor modification. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We start with the case i=O. Given p= 1, 2, . . . . 
we introduce the function ; =z ,,: [0, l] -+ [-I, I] detined by i(O)= 
(20 - 1 )‘” + ‘. Obviously, zk = c,,, k =z(k/n), k =O, . . . . n. Note that z is 
increasing on [0, I]. Moreover, 2’ is convex decreasing on [0, 41 and 
convex increasing on [i, I]. In addition, 
:‘(H)<2(2p+ 1) I,rl’p’zp’ ” 
Because of the symmetry of the points we only need to prove the theorem 
for I < 0 and x # sk, k = 0, . . . . n. Hence x = z( 0), 0 E [0, &I, s,, , < .Y < xd, 
and we may assume, again, that xd is the closest point to x, i.e., 
Ix,, - .YJ d 1.~ - xd- 1 1. Obviously, 
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From the delinition of S;,,,f we get 
If(x) - s:.,(z;.L .y)l < 
X.:!, I.Y-xXkIr-su(,f’r~; lx-x,1) 
I;-() Ix-xgl ’ 
<l.Y-.Y~l’ i ~ 
I.Y-.Ydl [ 1 c r k-0 LX-.Y/,I w(p); 1.Y - Xk 1 ) 
d [z’(d) n ‘I’ Z”,(X). 
Now the proof proceeds exactly as in the previous one. For i > 0 the proof 
is analogous; and (2.4) follows. 1 
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